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Chapter 1241: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 9) 

The biggest difference between internet cafe tournaments and provincial tournaments was that internet 

cafe tournaments were held by the internet cafes, while the provincial tournaments were official 

tournaments. 

The official tournaments were not things you could participate in just because you had a team and a 

dream. It depended on their wins in competitions in the last year and their personal KDAs. 

After all, there were few spots and many teams. 

“Internet cafe tournaments were our focus in the first half of the year, but we’ll be preparing for 

provincial tournaments in the next half.” Ye Qian Hun raised his glass and looked at everyone, “Does 

anyone have any questions?” 

“God Qian, our team’s jungler is……Sacrificing Gods?” Bai Yong lit a cigarette and casually asked this, but 

it completely seemed to deviate from the main topic. 

Luo Qing Chen clearly didn’t know this name Sacrificing Gods, since the previous host didn’t care about 

celebrities at all. 

The main point was: she had an empty head! 

“Yes.” Ye Qian Hun slightly narrowed his deep, dark eyes as he replied to Bai Yong’s question. 

Bai Yong revealed a deep look in his eyes before putting out the cigarette, “Being able to compete with 

such a strong team, it really is my honour.” 

– 

When she came home that night, the ‘empty minded’ Luo Qing Chen went to check Team W on the web. 

This team was established two years ago, the captain was Half World Held Soul and the vice captain was 

Death God Priest, but the fans called him Sacrificing Gods since they didn’t know his real name. 

It was said that he had dueled Half World Held Soul and they would always kill each other at the same 

time, they both had amazing skills! 

As for the top laner fatty Chen, he was a very pressure resistant top lanner. It was said that he could 

fight one person, hold on against two, and he would hide under the tower against three! 

The main heroes he played were team fighting and protective heroes, which were more commonly 

referred to as tanks! 

Luo Qing Chen also checked out Bai Yong, but she didn’t find any relative information. But when she 

typed the world Forever into the search bar with Bai Yong, there was a post. 

“Caesar=Forever=Bai Yong?” 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows. She quickly typed the name Caeser into the search bar and there were 

plenty of posts that appeared. 



Caesar was the three times online league winner known as the best ADC, but the team he played for 

was called Q. 

Team Q was a team that specialized in online games, there was no offline meeting, so no one knew what 

Caesar looked like or what gender he was. 

When Team Q were about to win the championship for the fourth time, the dark horse Team W 

appeared. Team W’s ADC at that time was Ye Qian Hun. 

“Ah, there’s a bit too much information!” She read a bit of information about them and she felt her head 

ache….. 

But the simple way to put it was that Team W was strong! Very strong! Powerful! 

The next morning, she wore a Supreme red sweater and simple ripped jeans, heading to the meeting 

place Ye Qian Hun had set yesterday. 

In the eyes of e-sports players, this was called a training base! 

Team W’s training base wasn’t far from the stadium and their equipment was very complete. 

Ye Qian Hun handed her a ‘competition schedule’. Their first stop was the ‘Soaring Flame Internet Cafe’. 

This name was very fresh in Luo Qing Chen’s mind. She remembered that the previous host had worked 

hard to practice as a support to help You Yu Lin. 

The previous host had been happy at that time. She received the confession of her ‘male god’, she 

thought that she would live a happy life. 

But reality gave her a fierce slap…… 

After all, male gods were only in heaven, there were only scumbags on earth. 
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It was a good thing that Luo Qing Chen as the host had never met a scumbag. 

After seeing the itinerary, she asked Ye Qian Hun, “Can names be changed?” 

After all, You Yu Lin and the others knew her IGN, so it was good to change it. 

“You can change it before registering, the first few stages are all online.” Ye Qian Hun looked at her and 

said, “What name do you want?” 

Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and blurted, “Only Play Support Without Explaining!” 

“……” 

When Ye Qian Hun heard this, he revealed a somewhat helpless smile. 

To be honest, he had some strange feelings for this mid laner. If he had to be specific……It was a strange 

good feeling. 



In short, she always said shocking things that he couldn’t believe that kept attracting him…… 

Since You Yu Lin and He Miao Ling had already deleted her from their friends list, they would never find 

her after she changed her IGN. 

But that morning, Luo Qing Chen also met the so-called Death God Priest, who was the jungler for their 

team. 

Commonly known as Sacrificing Gods. 

He was 1.9 meters with hair dyed silver white, giving a bit of charm to him. His dark eyes were filled with 

coldness and there was a black diamond earring on his right ear, looking even more dazzling than his 

silver hair. 

Luo Qing Chen watched as he revealed a faint smile as he released an aura that no one could approach. 

“This is our mid laner?” Sacrificing Gods looked at her, “He seems…..a bit weak.” 

She curled her lips and gave a cold laugh, “Online games don’t require physical strength, why are you so 

tall?” 

“……” 

Sacrificing Gods was clearly stunned by this. He didn’t know what to say next at all, he could only silently 

look at Ye Qian Hun. 

Ye Qian Hun gave a shrug as his face said: Don’t look at me, she always says these shocking things….. 

– 

The result of their five men training match was good. After all, they were all very powerful and they had 

a 100% win rate in their next few rank matches. 

After the practice was over, Sacrificing Gods didn’t forget to add, “With such a mid laner, I’m more 

willing to gank mid lane!” 

The competition was on Sunday and although it was an online game, they chose to be at the training 

base. 

Luo Qing Chen never thought that the first team they faced was Blazing Flame. 

“What a strange name!” Fatty Chen scratched his head, showing that looking at this name hurt his 

brains! 

Luo Qing Chen, sitting in the middle, said with a smile, “Heroes see the same thing!” 

But it seemed like she had to return the grudge between her, You Yu Lin, and He Miao Ling! 

Five minutes later, they entered the loading screen. After He Miao Ling saw Luo Qing Chen’s IGN, she 

immediately typed in all chat. 

[All] Exquisite Beauty: Wa! (⊙_⊙;)Is the enemy’s mid laner targeting me? 

All four of them looked towards Luo Qing Chen. 



Luo Qing Chen revealed a confident look as she typed one word. 

[All] Only Play Support Without Explaining: Yes. 

But she never expected that her team would all follow behind her in all chat. 

[All] Half World Held Soul: Yes. 

[All] Unparalleled Fatty: Yes! 

[All] Death God Priest: Hai! 

[All] Forever: Un. 

Luo Qing Chen facing the computer screen couldn’t help revealing a smile, these teammates were 

interesting! 
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[All] Jade Tree Facing the Wind: What? Is W trash talking before the game now? 

You Yu Lin naturally knew that W was a powerful team, but his girlfriend was being bullied, so it 

wouldn’t be manly at all if he didn’t come out. 

Then again, typing on the keyboard in a game didn’t take much effort. If he could use it to get a girl, why 

wouldn’t he do it? 

Luo Qing Chen ignored him since the game had begun. Instead of typing a few words, it was better to 

get more CS. 

She took Syndra this game, this champ had advantages whether it was in bursting down enemies or in 

crowd control. 

She looked good and could put some balls on the ground. Whether it was early game or late game, this 

was a champ that was rather powerful. 

The other side took Ryze, a champ that could run around the map after reaching level 6. 

It was a pity that Luo Qing Chen understood the level of the enemy mid laner too well. 

After all, when she was still playing as You Yu Lin’s support, there was no bright spot for this mid laner at 

all. They had been completely carried by You Yu Lin alone. 

Luo Qing Chen could easily kill this noob mid laner. 

Once she reached level six, she used a flash, QEW combo along with her ult to take the enemy Ryze. 

For the ten minutes after she solo killed the enemy Ryze, she began wildly ganking the other side, with a 

preference for targeting the bottom lane. 

That IGN was Exquisite Beauty, the support. She had already died six times in less than twenty minutes. 



Of course, that was also due to Ye Qian Hun. After all, this man who was only nineteen and was the 

number one ADC in the country was a god like existence. 

Whether it was dealing damage, trading, or farming, he completely suppressed them. He was perfect in 

every aspect. 

This game continued. At twenty minutes, W’s top laner, jungler, and support used their powerful item 

advantage to take the Baron. 

In a game of league, whichever side took the Baron would have a chance to siege the towers and end 

the game. 

At the same time, Luo Qing Chen and Ye Qian Hun were advancing down the bottom lane. 

Bottom lane suddenly had five people appear. It seemed like they knew they couldn’t win the game and 

just wanted to get a kill. 

After all, the score was currently 0-30. 

This was not a game anymore, it was about qualifying. 

Luo Qing Chen reacted very fast, quickly using Q and E to stun three of them. When she was planning on 

leaving, Ye Qian Hun dealt a wild amount of damage to the support Exquisite Beauty. 

With three crits, she was killed. 

Luo Qing Chen followed up with an ult and killed the enemy jungler. Ye Qian Hun used his high damage 

to kill the enemy’s mid laner and top laner, but his HP had been decimated by You Yu Lin. 

In the end, You Yu Lin flashed away and used the Sheriff of Piltover’s ult to lock onto him. 

Luo Qing Chen also flashed and directly jumped in front of him to block You Yu Lin’s ult. 

She had less than one hundred HP left. 

“You’re using your life to exchange for a life.” Ye Qian Hun turned to look at her with a bit of emotion in 

his eyes. 

After all, a mid laner blocking for the ADC, especially such a fed mid laner was not worth it to him. 

“He has less than two items, he can’t kill me with an ult.” Luo Qing Chen looked at her HP bar and said, 

“It’s all calculated.” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 20%.] 

Ye Qian Hun never thought that a newcomer with such a blank resume would be so good at calculating 

HP. 

She really was a genius in playing games. 
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In the end, the game lasted twenty four minutes. The W Team that Luo Qing Chen was on had taken 

Burning Flame’s base. 

The score was 38:0. 

Un, this internet cafe finalist, W Team completely crushed Blazing Flame, not even giving them a chance 

to breathe. 

They had zero kills. 

The MVP for Team W was: Only Play Support Without Explaining! 

After all, with her score of 13-0-15, there was no resistance from the enemies at all. 

The people watching the game all expressed their views on the forums! 

The post read: “W completely shuts out Blazing Flame, the win was too beautiful!” 

Ran Ran Likes Eating Watermelon: Damn! Blazing Flame shouldn’t have been beaten like this! 

I Eat Watermelons: ε=(?д?｀*)??…..It has to be said, the support really is trash! 

Stars in the Night: The mid laner also isn’t that good, I really miss the old Blazing Flame! 

W’s Little Angel: Actually, it should be that W was too strong! 

Withered Leaves on the Ground: +1 to the above post. W is too strong, fan of god Qian, fan of the new 

mid laner! (Inner OS: Can the new mid laner change their name? (ー_ー)!!) 

…… 

After the first match was over, fatty Chen turned on the comments. He muttered, “They said that 

Blazing Flame had a mid laner called Floating in the World!” 

Luo Qing Chen’s heart skipped a beat and she raised the final tone of her words, “Is that~so?” 

“Relax, relax, their Floating in the World is a cute girl, how could it be related to a young master like 

you?” Fatty teased on the side before patting her shoulder with a simple smile, “You look quite shy, do 

you have any girls at home?” 

Luo Qing Chen rolled her eyes at him, “You look shy, your entire neighbourhood is shy!” 

At the same time, there was some conflict between the members of ‘Blazing Flame’. 

Although they only lost one game to W, it wasn’t like they had no choice. There were many teams 

participating in this competition, the four teams with the highest scores would make it into the semi 

finals. 

“Jade Tree, if our tree always has this support, we won’t be able to win.” There was a man’s voice that 

came from YY, it was the jungler of Blazing Flame. 

It was clear that He Miao Ling’s noobiness had reached a point where the team couldn’t take it 

anymore. 



After all, they were completely stomped by W, they were beaten to the point where they doubted 

themselves! 

“What is wrong with you, you fed quite a bit yourself, you really are good at laying blame!” He Miao Ling 

responded in a very unhappy voice. 

After all, in her eyes, there was nothing wrong with her playing! 

In her eyes, the only job of the support was to use all her skills in the team fight! 

After all, she was the support and couldn’t deal damage! 

“What a joke? I really don’t know how someone like you plays the game, any random person is better 

than you, alright?” The other side was clearly very angry, spouting out a bunch of angry words. 

“You say that like you did well, I don’t have any damage! My damage can’t compare to my baby!” He 

Miao Ling was a bit unwilling to show weakness and relied on You Yu Lin’s protection to not show any 

weakness. 

“You……” 

“What are you arguing about!” You Yu Lin finally couldn’t take it and exploded, “What’s special about 

you? Don’t you know what kind of skills you have?” 

“Alright, alright, alright, you take care of it then! Father isn’t as blind as you, I’m done!” 

With a ‘ding” sound, the other side left the call. 
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[Notification] Player Small Bear has withdrawn from the team. 

“Go if you want!” He Miao Ling gave a shrug, looking like she didn’t care at all. After all, there was a 

sense of superiority like it wasn’t her problem at all in her heart! 

“Jade Tree, although I want to go with you, to be honest, you know the problem better than us.” There 

was another boy’s voice that came from YY, this voice was rather more mature. 

As soon as that voice fell, there was another ‘ding’ sound as that person also left YY. 

Then came—— 

[Notification] Player Loving You Without Discussion has withdrawn from the team. 

Suddenly, the YY room fell silent. 

There was only the mid laner Small Beast that said, “How about we find Floating in the World……” 

After all, they were both mid laners, although he could only be a substitute because of Luo Qing Chen. 

He knew that with Luo Qing Chen’s strength, he couldn’t compare to her mechanics or knowledge at all. 



“Is there something wrong with you, get her back?” He Miao Ling immediately jumped up when the 

words Floating in the World were said. She screamed out like a rooster in YY, “That shameless girl, I’ll 

leave if she comes back!” 

“I wanted her to come back and to have you leave……” Small Beast directly added. 

“You!” He Miao Ling couldn’t help swearing, “No one wants trash like you!” 

“He Miao Ling!” 

There was an angry roar that made the YY call fall silent. 

This voice came from You Yu Lin, He Miao Ling never thought that he would talk to her this loudly. 

“Wu, wu, wu…..What are you so fierce for!” He Miao Ling went from her arrogant appearance to a shy 

appearance, completely losing her rage from earlier. 

“Do you still want to play in the competition?” Hearing her voice, You Yu Lin couldn’t keep being this 

fierce. 

After all, the saying went that the little white flower would always make men stand by her side. 

“Of course I want to play……” She pursed her lips and said, “I still want to buy the newest LV bag!” 

“What?” 

“Nothing……” He Miao Ling immediately said, “I meant that I always want to be your support, your 

exclusive support.” 

When this cute voice sounded in his ear, this man wouldn’t be able to resist. 

“Small Beast, how about this, we’ll find a new top laner and jungler!” He thought about it before saying, 

“Anyway, those two people indeed weren’t good enough.” 

“Then the competition……” Small Beast was a bit worried, after all, he had been with this team for a long 

time. 

Whether it was emotions or attachment, they were different. 

“It doesn’t matter, I know the owner of the Soaring Flame Internet Cafe, it won’t matter if we change 

members.” You Yu Lin let out a long sigh, “As for Miao Ling, I will let her train. There are many well 

known teams in the qualifiers this time, we can’t take this lightly.” 

Although You Yu Lin was still speaking up for He Miao Ling, he was very clear in his heart that He Miao 

Ling’s skills were just too bad…… 

But for He Miao Ling, the fun of playing games was one, liking the feeling of being surrounded by men 

and two, she liked the competition rewards! 

On the other side, Luo Qing Chen’s Team W played a total of five games today and each game ended 

before twenty five minutes. 

They crushed every game since all five of them had top notch skills, so it wasn’t strange. 



After dinner, Ye Qian Hun drove her home and the two didn’t talk at all on the way back. 

When the car reached her front door, he suddenly asked, “Dust Floating in the World?” 
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“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned, looking a bit nervous. 

Ye Qian Hun gave a soft laugh, “Your IGN sounds nice.” 

She was surprised, falling into a state of self doubt as various questions filled her mind. 

-It can’t be that I’m revealed, right! 

-Was there a picture of the previous host on the web? 

-It can’t be! The event that she played at was too small! 

-No, no, no, impossible, impossible! 

…… 

It was silent for a few seconds before Luo Qing Chen’s lips twitched. She finally revealed a beautiful 

smile and said, “You’re not bad yourself!” 

“It’s been hard on you today, go and rest up.” 

“Un……” Luo Qing Chen gave an honest nod as her right hand came to the car door, “Bye bye!” 

“That……” 

“What is it!” She felt that her disguised as a man talking to Ye Qian Hun felt like she was walking on a 

tightrope. 

If she wasn’t careful, she would be completely exposed. 

“Why are you so worried?” His eyes relaxed and there was a faint smile on his lips, “I wanted to say that 

I’ll send you an email about the prize money distribution, you can take a look when you have time.” 

“Alright!” She gave a nod. When she was preparing to turn and leave—— 

“That……” 

“What is it now!” Aiya, this treasure’s little heart! 

“Good night.” Ye Qian Hun’s deep as the sea eyes slightly narrowed and he softly said these last two 

words. 

His voice really did sound good, especially when he said this. It felt so good that her ears might become 

pregnant. 

Only when the BMW raced off in front of her did she raise her hand to wave, “Good night.” 



She took a shower after getting home and then Luo Qing Chen opened the email she received from Ye 

Qian Hun. 

The contents of the email were very detailed, it was all related to the team’s prize money distribution 

and pay. 

What surprised her the most was the final line. 

-If new members win an internet cafe tournament, the club will provide them a studio apartment. 

This was very enticing, she wouldn’t need to come back every day if she had a studio apartment. 

– 

The next morning, when she came into the training base, everyone was gathered in front of a single 

computer. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes before asking while drinking her yogurt, “What is everyone doing this 

early in the morning?” 

“Ai, Qing Chen, you’re here.” The fatty called her before saying, “The team that we faced yesterday, the 

one called blazing something, they reorganized their team.” 

“Blazing Flame.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “After all, the support was too noob, they 

won’t even be able to enter the semifinals like this!” 

“Ze, ze, ze, their support is a girl.” The fatty patted his chest and said with a smile, “As a man, you want 

to protect girls when playing games, since there are just too few of them!” 

“Girls are pits.” Death God Priest gave a shrug, “So I had god Qian say that our club definitely won’t 

recruit girls!” 

Although Luo Qing Chen felt that Death God Priest’s words were too absolute, she hated He Miao Ling, 

so she stood on his side this time. 

“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat and said, “Although I can’t guarantee that all girls are pits, the support 

of Blazing Flame is definitely a pit! Right, their top laner and jungler quit, did they find new people or 

withdraw from the competition!” 

Quickly withdraw! After all, she felt those people were big eyesores! 
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“They recruited new people.” Ye Qian Hun scrolled down with the mouse as he said, “They added a top 

laner and jungler from Korea, I heard that they only got them at a high price.” 

“Korean aid?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes. It seemed like You Yu Lin didn’t care about money to 

win. 

Korean aid meant getting players from Korea for a Chinese team. 



According to the memories of the previous host, You Yu Lin was a rich second generation. Although he 

wasn’t rich enough to spend freely, he could spend quite a bit of money. 

Actually, it had to be said, although he was scum, his love of League of Legend was worth mentioning. 

But his eyes weren’t that good. Although there were few girls that played this game, there was no need 

to find a girl like He Miao Ling. 

The only thing that he could be proud of was that when his brothers complained to him that their 

girlfriends broke up with them because they were playing league. 

He could proudly say, “My girlfriend plays with me.” 

“Ze, ze, ze, even this kind of team can get Korean aid!” Fatty said with a loud laugh, “You say it like 

they’re playing in the LPL!” 

Normally speaking, it was impossible to see Korean aid in internet cafe competitions because the price 

of Korean aid wasn’t cheap. Only the large teams would be able to get Korean aid. 

South Korea was very thorough towards e-sports, so they had many people who played well and some 

players chose to come to China to develop. 

But Luo Qing Chen never expected that You Yu Lin would be willing to spend for this victory. 

“Come! Before the provincial tournament, we can use them to practice!” Fatty let out a breath, looking 

like he was completely prepared to fight! 

– 

The next games went very smoothly. They were unstoppable as they passed through the games and 

there were many fans that posted on the forums to let W directly enter the pro leagues. 

Among them were not limited to—— 

The Little Tortoise Runs Slowly: Too powerful! I really like the mid laner playing Twisted Fate, they really 

are invincible! 

Nostalgia: Every time he takes Twisted Fate, I feel like this is going to end as a complete stomp! 

Unknown Name: W W W W W is unparalleled! God Qian is invincible, I really think that god Qian is a 

professional ADC, he’s too strong! 

Tricky Witch: If they are a professional team, I would be a professional fan! 

Asi Bar: What is the mid laner’s original name! Why they change to such a strange name! 

…… 

Fatty looked at the forums after they finished the game and said, “God Qian, they are saying that you 

are a professional ADC!” 

“Is that not true?” Before Ye Qian Hun said anything, Sacrificing Gods said, “Do you know what god Qian 

used to say?” 



Fatty scratched his head and finally he looked at Luo Qing Chen. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned before she revealed an awkward smile, “How would I know!” 

“Give me twenty minutes to farm and I’ll give you a team fight you can’t lose.” 

After Sacrificing Gods said this, not only fatty, even Luo Qing Chen was stunned. 

What kind of ADC could say this? It represented his confidence towards his own talent and his own 

skills. 

“I’ll remember these words!” 

Remember that this ADC would never collapse whether they were ahead or behind, remember that this 

ADC would never fall behind no matter how many times he was ganked, remember that if he was given 

twenty minutes to farm, this ADC would never lost a team fight! 
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Time passed very quickly and the competition was even smoother. 

The four finalists were: W, Blazing Flame, Ultraman, and CC! 

In the semi finals, W and CC faced off while Blazing Flame faced Ultraman. 

It had to be said, since You Yu Lin invited the Koreans, their team’s record was quite good. 

Other than their first loss, they had all won by large margins in the later games and even became second 

in the final points rankings. 

CC’s team wasn’t that strong, but their bottom lane combination was rather powerful. 

But when they met Ye Qian Hun, they couldn’t fight back at all. They could only watch as their enemy 

steadily took the minions. 

Twenty four minutes into the game, W took the baron and directly took the enemy’s base. 

Blazing Flame and Ultraman’s game was closer. They played for fifty minutes and they won in the end 

because of the Korean jungler stealing towers. 

The teams for the finals appeared on the forums: W versus Blazing Flame. 

Fatty sitting in front of the computer laughed as he said, “I never imagined this! This team that was 

completely wrecked by us could actually make it to the finals!” 

“There are many lower tier teams in the internet cafe competition, so this is normal.” Sacrificing Gods 

played with his silver hair as he said, “We are just participating in a few because we’re bored, we’re 

mainly focused on the provincial tournament in the later half of the year.” 

“Sacrificing Gods is right, you don’t need to care that much about practicing.” Ye Qian Hun looked at the 

screen and said, “But the finals will be in the Soaring Flame Internet Cafe tomorrow, so you should 

remember to bring your own equipment.” 



– 

Luo Qing Chen woke up early the next day. 

Because she had to disguise herself, after all, she didn’t want that scum couple to see through her 

identity. 

Black hat, black mask, black coat, and black scarf! 

Other than those clear as water eyes, everything else was tightly wrapped up. 

As a result, no one on the team other than Ye Qian Hun could recognize her. 

“Classmate Luo, are you planning on robbing someone?” Fatty carefully looked at her for a few seconds 

before he couldn’t help breaking out in laughter. 

Ye Qian Hun gave her a deep look before he said, “The competition is about to begin, let’s go in!” 

The Soaring Flame Internet Cafe had set aside two VIP rooms for the competition, one for each team. It 

was to make it easier to communicate and to stop the enemy team from hearing your strategies. 

You Yu Lin’s team was already in room A and left room B for them. This was understandable, but when 

Luo Qing Chen discovered something after trying to turn on the computer five minutes later. 

This computer wouldn’t turn on at all. 

“I can’t turn it on either.” Fatty knit his brows and angrily said, “Damn, are you messing with this fat 

master! Server, come over here for your father!” 

“Does this player need help?” 

“I can’t turn on your damn computer, how can I play?” 

“It can’t be, this computer was working fine yesterday!” The server looked around like he was acting 

before saying, “How about this, the game is about the start. You can have two people find computers in 

the lobby to play. I’ll set up a voice call for you later, it’ll be the same.” 

“Same your sister! I……” 

The fatty raised his fist and was waving it around. 

“Forget it, fatty.” Ye Qian Hun narrowed his eyes as a slight chill appeared in them, “Forever and I will go 

out, you three will stay in here.” 

After all, the ADC and support needed to be together to communicate, therefore Ye Qian Hun decided 

to bring the support out with him. 

“Just follow what god Qian said!” Luo Qing Chen’s right fingers tapped on the table, “We’ll use the voice 

call.” 
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The person in charge took Ye Qian Hun and Forever out of the private room. Fatty angrily said, “This is 

clearly messing things up, why do we have to take this? At worst we just won’t play, who cares about 

this bit of money.” 

Fatty Chen was clearly very angry, but when he said this, Luo Qing Chen fell into thought. 

“Because you can’t take it that you don’t know what they are doing.” Luo Qing Chen tapped her cheek 

with her right hand while tapping on the table with her left hand, “Then again, he might not want you to 

play!” 

If she remembered correctly, the boss of this Soaring Flame Internet Cafe was You Yu Lin’s good friend. 

Then it wouldn’t be hard to imagine the dark side of this competition. The five thousand prize wasn’t a 

lot. 

It was like fatty had said, it didn’t matter if they didn’t play, but…… 

She didn’t want to see that little white flower and that scumbag holding hands, looking that happy. 

Five minutes later, everyone entered the voice call that the internet cafe set up. 

The voices were clear, even clearer than if they were beside each other. 

“Damn, this fatty thought they were bullying people!” The fatty’s ‘full voice’ sounded in their ears. 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows before rubbing her ears with a helpless look, “You really are too 

loud……” 

“That, this fat master is a social person, so I have a lot of fierce words!” Fatty said with a wide smile, 

“What is the plan, what team are we using to blow them up?” 

Ye Qian Hun’s magnetic voice slowly said, “Quick games.” 

The game entered the ban phase. The enemy team respected her, banning out her top three mid laners, 

Twisted Fate, Orianna, and Annie. 

In the end, Luo Qing Chen chose Syndra. 

Ye Qian Hun took the most popular Xayah and the support chose Rakan. 

The Xayah and Rakan combination in league was known as…..Phoenix Legend. 

Luo Qing Chen thought that they would be able to take care of this quickly, but she never thought that 

the other side would take an early game comp and catch them off guard. 

Although the score was 2-0, the two Korean helpers were quite suppressive. 

The enemy’s mid laner clearly couldn’t beat Luo Qing Chen, so he played very carefully. As long as Luo 

Qing Chen flashed, he would hide under the tower and wait for support from the jungler. 

“Just what are they stalling for?” Sacrificing Gods asked with a bit of confusion, “Their team is designed 

for early game, they will be nothing once we reach late game and we’ll completely abuse them.” 



“They should be waiting for baron.” Luo Qing Chen looked at the time and the game had lasted nineteen 

minutes. 

The baron spawned at twenty minutes. They could gather at baron at the time and the other side had 

no choice even if they didn’t want to fight! 

In this game, other than her taking a kill in mid lane and Ye Qian Hun getting a kill in bot lane, there had 

been no other kills. 

It was enough to prove that the Korean helpers weren’t weak and they could even carry that pit. 

But when the baron spawned, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t hear the voices of the bot lane anymore. 

There was only ‘zi, zi, zi’ sounds that came from the headphones. The fatty angrily threw down the 

headphones, “Damn, what are they trying to do?” 

Luo Qing Chen quickly took off her headphones and used the pings in the game to tell Ye Qian Hun that 

there was danger at the baron. At the same time, she said to the two beside her, “If they think we’ll lose 

just because they cut off our voice comms, they really are thinking too much.” 

  

Chapter 1250: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 18) 

At the same time, in the other room. 

“Big brother Jade Tree, your move is very powerful! Ying, ying, ying, so handsome!” He Miao Ling heard 

their voice comms cut off and she was filled with excitement, almost jumping up. 

Of course she didn’t forget to type a few words in all chat. 

[All] Exquisite Beauty: Aiyo, weren’t you arrogant last time? Why is it that you have so few kills after 

twenty minutes! He, he, he, he! 

Luo Qing Chen was taking the blue buff when she saw the other side’s support Lulu standing in front of 

baron without moving. 

She gave a cold laugh in front of the screen and she flashed out of the bush, sending out a QEWR 

combo, taking away the life of He Miao Ling who was very bad and poorly equipped. 

At that moment, she could be considered face slapped. 

[All] Exquisite Beauty: Are you interested in plotting against others? Damn trash, you only know how to 

plot against me, have you ever beaten anyone else? 

He Miao Ling whose screen had turned grey was about to die from her anger and her face turned red. 

She really wanted to revive right now and use a set of skills on Luo Qing Chen’s face. 

[All] Unparalleled Fatty: You little girl, this fat master wants to curse eighteen generations of your entire 

family. The one who complains the most is you, come and hit your fat master! You don’t have a single 

awareness of your own level? 

It was clear that fatty Chen who said that he would love to protect a girl had changed his ideas! 



With how he was smiling, Luo Qing Chen was really worried that he would charge into the other room to 

fight! 

It was unknown if the fatty just spoke this badly or if he was disgusted by He Miao Ling’s words after Luo 

Qing Chen killed her. 

In short, she didn’t say a thing. 

Ye Qian Hun cleared the minions in bot lane before pinging the baron. 

When Luo Qing Chen came over, she was surprised to find that they were fighting 

She was a bit surprised since their timing was just too accurate. It was impossible with You Yu Lin’s 

command, there had to be some other command. 

She was a bit anxious, throwing a blue trinket into the baron pit and drawing out the five of them. 

They didn’t kill baron quickly, but it seemed like there wasn’t time for the jungler to come over. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes, using a QE combo to stun everyone before using her ult to deal 

damage to the baron, taking it away from the hands of the enemy jungler. 

[TL Note: This doesn’t work in the real game since Syndra’s ult only works on champs.] 

“Damn, Qing Chen, you really are good!” Fatty shouted out happily before saying, “But you don’t have a 

flash, you can only wait for death!” 

She pursed her lips. Although she wasn’t willing to be killed, there was nothing she could do. 

After all, she had to pay the price to take the baron! For the fate of this game, her life alone was worth 

it! 

The enemy ADC who was You Yu Lin saw that all of Luo Qing Chen’s skills were on cooldown. At that 

time, it was like he ate an explosive apple and wildly clicked on her. 

When she was about to take her hands off the keyboard, Ye Qian Hun used his Featherstorm as he stood 

over her, becoming untargetable. The feathers in the sky fell down to the ground and damage exploded! 

Ye Qian Hun didn’t know what was wrong with him, he just didn’t feel good looking at the enemy ADC. 

When he clicked to see how much HP Luo Qing Chen had, he now used the Bladecaller to pull all his 

feathers back and root them. 

Although didn’t have a support, with the damage that Ye Qian Hun did, he couldn’t be stopped at all. 

Luo Qing Chen pressed tab and looked at his items. 

He actually…..was at six items. 

She suddenly remembered what Death God Priest had said before: Give me twenty minutes to farm and 

I’ll give you a team fight you can’t lose. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 



 


